SPEEDROME SOCIAL RALLY
June 20, 2020
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Leave the parking lot at Kroger headed towards Franklin Rd at 4:45pm plus your car number. Zero your odometer at the
stop sign at Franklin Rd.
Stay on the road you are on until you can execute either a Main Road Determinant (MRD) or Route Instruction, then
complete that entire instruction before initiating a new instruction.
MRDs may be executed multiple times and stay active the entire rally. MRDs are listed in order of importance. They are:
1. Left at T
2. Right on 700E
3. Left on SR 44
4. Left on US 52
5. Left on Rocklane
Route Instructions may only be completed once and then they are crossed of your list and may not be used again. Route
Instructions are NOT listed in order. You are looking for all of them until they are crossed off the list. A road name listed
in parenthesis at the end of the route instruction is the road you should be traveling on after you execute the
instruction.
If you can execute an MRD and a Route Instruction at the same intersection, execute the Route Instruction and cross it
off your list.
An instruction that has two directions with a period between (i.e.: Left on Smith. Right on Jones), must have both parts
completed before you initiate another Route Instruction or MRD. In this example, if you see Smith and can turn left,
then turn on Smith and then you must turn right on Jones before you initiate any other instructions.
Words in quotation marks are words on signs and must match exactly.
Words not in quotations reference landmarks (roads) and may be partial references (i.e.: Franklin can reference Franklin
Road, Franklin Rd, Franklin Dr…). Punctuation and spacing are not important. However, the entire name in the
instruction must be referenced on the road sign (i.e.: 700 E in the instructions refers only to road 700E – it does not refer
to road 700W or just plain road 700)
For each picture on the answer sheet, write the mileage (including tenths) on the car odometer when you pass the
object in the picture. Pictures are listed in the order they will be found on the route.
Answer the tiebreaker questions.
Text, e-mail, or phone your answers to the rallymaster (Wendy, 317-679-4535, IndysccaRoadRally@yahoo.com) by
6:15pm plus your car number.
Proceed to the Indianapolis Speedrome, 802 S Kitley Ave and meet at the ticket window.
SCORING
The mileage on the answer sheet for each picture will be subtracted from the mileage for the picture before to obtain
the elapsed mileage between pictures. Any differences between your elapsed mileage and the official mileage will be
assessed 1 point for each 1/10 mile. Lowest score wins.
In the case of a tie, the tiebreaker questions will be used in numerical order until someone has a unique score and wins.
The winner will receive two tickets to the Speedrome event.

SAMPLE ROUTE FOLLOWING
Main Road Determinates (MRD)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Left at T
Right on 700E
Left on SR 44
Left on US 52
Left on Rocklane

Route Instructions
Right before “Red’s Corner”
Right at T (Franklin)
Right at 650W
As you leave the Kroger parking lot headed towards Franklin Rd, you are at a T. You could execute MRD 1. Left at T or
you could execute the second Route Instruction from above. Since you can do both, you execute the Route Instruction,
turn right out of the parking lot onto Franklin Rd and cross that instruction off your route list – it cannot be used again.

Notice to Participants: In light of the current COVID-19 situation, every attempt will be made to minimize the risks
of exposure to the virus. New processes and procedures are being developed and will be put into place for events
going forward.
Ultimately, it is your responsibility to assess the risk to you, both on-track and off, and to make the decision on
whether or not to participate. If you are feeling unwell or are experiencing symptoms such as fever, cough, or
shortness of breath please stay home. If you have been in contact with someone who has been experiencing these
symptoms in the last two weeks, please stay home.
While on site please take the health and safety of your fellow participants, volunteers and staff into consideration
and practice social distancing, wear a mask, and wash your hands and/or use hand sanitizer frequently.

